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Queensland Railways (QR Limited)
Reflections of 144 years of service and commitment to Queensland
Changes

View DVD

Roma St Staff X1296 QR Historical Collection
Conservation of the storyline

South Brisbane
Conservation of the storyline
History on the move

Q150

Q150 train is in town
QR Historical Collection

WHY?

- Milestones
- Recognition

- History
- Development
- People

Col Charles Evans JOL Neg 195152
Beginnings
Corporate Memory

Corporate Memory = Acknowledgement + Recognition + Remembrance
Collection forms part of the thread of story
Queensland
Railway
People
Storyline

909B13 Broadmead Bridge 1910
Not just a railway but a story

A backbone for Queensland and beyond
No QR
No Queensland
Palmwoods Station – Awaiting the Colonel’s visit
Our Story

- Significance
- Regionalism
- Development
- Relationships
Memory

- Story
- Individual
- Group
- Place
- Experience
- Challenge
COMMITMENT

Last steam train into Warra 1967
ENGAGEMENT
Experience
Activity
Encouraging discussion and investigation of who, what and was QR